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Quinsta quick tools for instagram

No conversation about branding in the digital age is complete without Instagram. This social media platform is a powerful branding tool, and that's what Instagram Automation Charlie Plan: Lifetime Subscription aims to capitalize on. Check out our roundup of Instagram's best design feeds for inspiration. Designed with bloggers, marketers, and entrepreneurs in mind, this Instagram
automation tool allows you to schedule posts in advance, automating and simplifying the maintenance of your Instagram page. You can also follow, like, comment on, and send messages automatically to other users, and the included analytics reports help you monitor the growth of your social following. Try Instagram Automation Charlie Plan post-skilled: Lifetime membership for
just $39 – that's 88% off the regular price. Related articles: 22 October 2015 5 min read The opinions expressed by the collaborators entrepreneurs are their own. Instagram can be an incredibly powerful platform for marketers. With nearly 28% of the U.S. population now using it, there is no better platform for marketers who want to promote visual content. While the app alone
might be enough to get you started, using the right tools can really increase the results. For those who want to take their Instagram marketing to the next level, consider the following: 1. PiqoraEvere wonder which images are most effective with your audience or which hashtags should you use to get maximum visibility for your images? Piqora lets you know exactly which images
get the most likes and comments so you can constantly improve your content strategy. Piqora also provides unique analysis of hashtags, giving you important information about which individual users use certain hashtags and how influential those users are. This is a great feature to find and follow influencers in your niche. Related: 5 Ways to Make Your Instagram Photos Stand
Out2. Word DreamThis is another graphics app that's easier than easy to use. Just link the text you want and watch as the app creates amazing graphics that you can download and share on social media. If you want to play with your own graphics to add your own style, you can definitely do it too. With options like color and style adjustments, filters, special effects, and text layouts,
you can customize your graphics to give them their own style. Struggling to find suitable quotes to use in your images? An added bonus is that Word Dream gives you hundreds of inspiring and motivational quotes that you can use for your projects. Word Dream is available for free for a limited time on iTunes and Google Play.3. RepostRepost lets you republish photos on
Instagram giving credit to the original poster. It also allows you to see which photos and users are receiving the most reposts, as well as allow you to search for relevant users, tags, and contests. Available on both iOS and Android.4. TapshopOwned by Piqora (see above), Tapshop lets you spin Instagram in an online shopping portal. When users click on a link within your profile,
they will be taken to a landing page full of your products that they liked. Can they then buy any product on that page and the next time they like a photo on your feed? They automatically get an email with a link to purchase that product.5. Crowdfire Have you ever noticed your number of followers coming down and wanted to know exactly who followed you? Crowdfire gives you an
easy way to find inactive and non-follower followers, find new users to follow, and track how your social media updates impact your follow/unfollower numbers. Related: 5 things you need to know about Instagram6's new advertising platform. Schedugram Do you ever have images on your computer that you want to share on Instagram? You have to put them in your phone, then
type your description on that little keyword. With Schedugram, you can now post on Instagram from your computer. It allows you to easily plan and manage your Instagram posts through a single upload or bulk so you can plan ahead. Do you have more than one account? Schedugram also allows you to manage and publish to multiple accounts all from the same dashboard.7.
IconosquareIconosquare is another fantastic tool for viewing Instagram via the web. It gives you the ability to respond to comments, search for hashtag keyword posts, as well as a new contest feature. The tool also allows you to easily see who your friends are following and see what content is currently getting the most likes and comments via the Populars tab. It also gives you
access to a whole host of unique analytics, such as love rate, speech rate, and post.8 distribution. DipticDiptic is a photo collage app, however, it's not like most other collage apps. Diptic actually has a couple of features that set it apart like animated photo collages and video collection that you can put to music. Unfortunately, the full range of features of this app is only available for
iOS, but they have an Android app.9. TagboardTagboard lets you search and follow hashtags to see content that's being shared. It's a great way to find popular social media posts that you can share with your audience. In addition, it also offers a content aggregation feature for events, websites, etc. Having the right tools can make a world difference to your Instagram strategy, but
if you're also looking to grow your following, check out my post, 9 ways to get more Instagram followers. My 10 Instagram marketing hacks can also help you be more effective. What tools would I add to this list? What is your Instagram login tool? free to share below. Related: How One Woman's Cosmetic Company Gramed Its Way to Insta-Success Instagram is a very popular
photo sharing website that increases in popularity every month. With over 300 million monthly active users and over 55 million photos shared every day, Instagram should be a vital part of your social media marketing strategy. That's not all. The number number people who join Instagram increase with each passing day and soon Instagram will become a fundamental part of the
world's social media life. Instagram has a huge audience that you can tap into and it's relatively easy to generate interest. Luckily, it's quick and easy to make Instagram a crackling success for your business. There are many tools out there that automate the process of scheduling updates and make chores like editing images and making Instagram-friendly images, a simple task.
This guide will take a look at the top ten tools that will improve your Instagram business and make Instagram a seamless part of your social media marketing strategy. All the tools mentioned below are free of charge, unless otherwise indicated in some cases.1. LatergrammeLatergramme allows you to schedule your instagram posts by giving you phone notifications. All you need
to do is upload the desired image through the web or your phone, then plan when you want to post the image. Once the scheduled time arrives, you will get an instant notification to your phone, which provides a link to post the image on Instagram.This is very useful because it gives you instant notifications and takes away the hassle of trying to remember when to post and what
the image was. It makes the job of remembering what to post on Instagram very simple and surprisingly easy.2. OnlypultOnlypult allows you to edit your Instagram images and schedule them to be posted to your company's Instagram account. It doesn't just give you a notification to upload the image; automatically uploads the image to Instagram, at the scheduled time. It only gives
you a variety of options to edit your image, including adding captions, filtering, cropping, rotating, changing brightness/darkness, and much more. After you edit the image, you can schedule it to be uploaded to Instagram for as long as you want. If by chance, you happen to schedule the wrong image to upload or want to lengthen the scheduled time for when the image will load, you
can delete the planned upload very easily and quicklyInstapult really strives to make the business for Instagram as simple as possible, and it really impressed me as the kind of tool that is always innovating and innovating. It's an easy-to-use interface and simple steps make it a joy to use Instagram for your business. It's free to sign up and you also get a 7-day free trial. Next, it
costs $12 per month.3. IconosquareThis tool enhances your Instagram experience by curating all images from your feed in a mash up that makes it quick to comment, like and share other Instagram posts. You can also get statistics like the most and the number of followers. These statistics give you valuable instagram marketing information, such as what works and what doesn't
work and what makes your followers the most involved. Iconosquare also has a wide range of other tools that will definitely improve your efforts on Instagram, such as give you a comprehensive platform for and host an Instagram contest. 4. Canva Canva is a graphic design tool that allows you to create drawings for social media, using images or not. One of Canva's features gives
you the ability to create Instagram-sized designs that have the optimial size for sharing Instagram. You'll also find dozens of new Instagram design templates that you can use to quickly create an Instagram design. To change the design, you use icons, text (in a variety of fonts and colors) and symbols that make the design more unique and appealing. Once your design is ready,
you can download and upload it to Instagram.5. Crowdfire Crowdfire (formerly JustUnfollow) is a tool that helps manage your Instagram followers. This handy tool allows you to: See users who haven't followed you Follow large amounts of people interested in your niche Users who are inactive on your profile In short, you can manage all your followers on Instagram and target large
amounts of people who are interested in your niche and would love to receive updates on your business or website. With over 10 million users, Crowdfire is becoming the sign-in tool to manage your followers on Instagram or Twitter. This is literally, the only tool that shows you who hasn't followed you on Instagram6. RepostRepost is a mobile app that allows you to repost other
Instagram photos (with attribution), where the regular Instagram platform doesn't allow you to do so. This is quick and easy to republish other people's content, build relationships, and interact with your community. What I particularly like about this app is that it makes republishing a seamless experience. I found that using this app, many of my followers actually interacted with me
more as a result of my re-posting of their photos.7. TwtrlandThis tool allows you to rate your contest's Instagram accounts as which photos are their most popular, statistics about their weekly activity on Instagram, their followers and who they are following. This tool was originally developed for Twitter, but recently expanded to include Instagram and Facebook as well. This tool is
exceptionally useful because it gives you access to the biggest influencers in your industry and shows you what works for them. Since these people work in your own niche, it's very easy to see what your target audience is interested in and create images that will resurpass a lot with them. Competitive intelligence gives you more information about what your competitors are doing
and shows you what works and what doesn't, in your niche. This tool makes snooping on your competitors simple and very simple. Once you see which photos are the most shared, you can to replicate that success by posting a photo that has the same style or uses a similar approach to their photos.8. OverOver is a mobile application for iPhone and Android that allows you to
write text on your images and create beautiful text overlays. This app is perfect for Instagram, Instagram, Instagram users love sharing images with text overlays. You can get very creative with this tool. Here's a quick sampler of the types of text overlays you might create: Quotes – Instagram users like to share motivational and inspiring quotes. Get some quotes that are related to
your niche via QuoteBrain or... So, you get some images through your camera or with free stock image sites like Unsplash. Then, upload the desired image to Over and add text with it. You can then upload it to Instagram and get a lot of shares! Stats - Do you have a surprising statistic that is sure to shock your followers? Use Oltre to add a statistic to an image and upload to
Instagram. Questions – If you want Instagram to comment on your profile, the best way to do it is through questions. Ask your followers a simple but interesting question by overlaying the question text on an image. For example: an ice cream company might ask for something like, What's your favorite ice cream flavor? Use this tactic to do some market research or to find out if your
customers have ideas for new products. Ads - If you have exciting news about your business that you'd like to share, do so by adding the ad text to an image. Make it exciting and choose a great image! 9. SocialRankSocialRank allows you to get exclusive information about your Followers on Instagram, such as who is your most valuable follower, what posts your followers share,
what interests your followers have, where your followers are and much more. Basically, it's an analytics platform for your Instagram followers. This tool was previously only available for Twitter, but as Instagram's user base has grown exponentially over the past year, SocialRank has decided to make their analytics available to Instagram as well. Once I sign you up, you can access
all the stats on your followers and a variety of other extras like seeing how your brand matches your competitors and filtering your followers based on interest, activity, and location. Overall, I think this tool is a fantastic platform that you can use to see who your followers really are. Behind the number, there is an audience of real people. SocialRank will help you identify with your
followers and create Instagram posts that will resurpass with them.10. Pic StitchSometimes, the best Instagram photos are collages that include multiple images, all crushed into one photo. Creating a collage saves time and saves your followers from receiving multiple images all at once. For example, if your company hosted an event and you had photos that you would like to
share, you might create a collage of the images of that event. Creating collages takes your Instagram profile to the next level. The best and easiest way to create collages is with Pic Stitch, a mobile app. This is especially useful and better than other photo collage creators, because it can be used on the go. When you're at an event, you can just use app to create the collage, and
then upload to Instagram. There is no confusion, no online editors are needed and everything is done in a few minutes, if not seconds. Seconds.
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